
GAIN SCIENTIFIC  
IP INSIGHTS  
AND MAKE  
BREAKTHROUGHS
CAS Scientific Patent Explorer offers a unique combination 
of patent analysis and breadth of patent content with world 
renowned CAS chemical capabilities and content to provide 
a powerful solution for patent professionals and scientists 
in an intuitive tool.

A powerful new tool to accelerate your IP search

CAS SCIENTIFIC PATENT EXPLORER™



Intuitive tool for both chemical and non-chemical patent searches

Multi-color highlighting helps find patents faster

Report or share with 
other colleagues in 
your organization

Filter up 
front by 
authority 
or patent 
type to 
save time
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Take advantage of unique indexing by CAS scientists

CAS proprietary 
indexing of 
related patents 
for keywords, 
substances, 
formulations, and 
reactions



CAS proprietary searches and patent functionality in one tool

Quickly analyze and visualize chemical patent content
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Let’s say, for example, you are looking for a patent, a new antioxidant additive for biofuels. With the CAS Scientific 
Patent Explorer, you can search for key terms specifically in the patent claims, and broader terms in the full text.

Once you have your answer set, the Legal Status can limit your answer set to active patents.



You can review the active patents, to see if any of these will affect the patentability of your invention.

The Legal Status in the CAS Patent Explorer can also show you which patents have expired, or been withdrawn.
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CAS Scientific Patent Explorer 
kick-starts your IP search
-   Search a wide array of patent content 

using both text and chemical structures
-   Use CAS registered content and 

algorithms to uncover patent 
information related to your search

-   Visualize chemical structures and 
associated patent findings in 3D 
landscape tool

See how CAS Scientific Patent 
Explorer helps you navigate 
the IP landscape.

Learn more at cas.org

The Analysis features offers thirty customizable graphs to analyze data, including Patent Assignee, 
Patent Application Year, Patent Country, Classification Code, and more, to identify trends within 
your search results.



CAS is a leader in scientific information solutions, 
partnering with innovators around the world to 
accelerate scientific breakthroughs. CAS employs 
over 1,400 experts who curate, connect, and analyze 
scientific knowledge to reveal unseen connections. 
For over 100 years, scientists, patent professionals, 
and business leaders have relied on CAS solutions 
and expertise to provide the hindsight, insight, and 
foresight they need so they can build upon the 
learnings of the past to discover a better future.  
CAS is a division of the American Chemical Society. 

Connect with us at cas.org 
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